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New York Times Best-Selling Author Takes On Fundamentalist
Christian Culture In Latest Novel
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS – Outskirts Press, a new publishing imprint spearheaded by New York
Times bestseller, Frank Schaeffer, plans to release his controversial novel, And God Said Billy! later
next month.
Schaeffer, who the New York Times called “the reluctant, wayward, traitorious prince” of evangelical
Christians has created a darkly comic coming-of-age story that shares many ingredients with his real
life biography. Set in the 1980’s, the book’s protagonist, Billy, is a fundamentalist Christian who feels
called to go to Hollywood to make “God’s movie.” While doing so, Billy stumbles into making a softporn slasher picture in apartheid Africa, justifying compromise along the way by claiming to be
directed by God.
This is material Schaeffer knows well. Before writing his internationally lauded military fiction and
trilogy of spiritual memoirs, he survived a very public childhood deep within the religious right and
produced four low budget Hollywood features Schaeffer has described as “pretty terrible.”
Noted author and Christian influencer, Brian McLaren, has called And God Said Billy! “laugh-out loud
funny” and “downright insightful,” while Schaeffer himself insists the novel is his best work to date.
“I’ve been writing this for 17 years. Billy! is the closest I've come to being able to write about my
journey of faith from big time evangelical Christianity to the bosom of an ancient mystical tradition:
monastic Eastern Orthodoxy. What this book is -- under the surface -- is my 'statement' as to why I'm
not an atheist. Religion burns you out, eventually if that's all faith is. So I guess that Billy! is my book
about experiencing undeserved grace. Is there any other kind?" Schaeffer asks.
About Frank Schaeffer
Frank Schaeffer is a New York Times best selling author of fiction and nonfiction. Frank’s highly
acclaimed novels include Portofino, Zermott, and Saving Grandma and have been translated into nine
languages. His nonfiction includes Crazy for God and Keeping Faith.
Frank is also a frequent commentator on MSNBC, has appeared on CNN and NPR’s “Fresh Air,” and
is a blogger for the Huffington Post. He or his work has been featured in a wide range of media outlets
including the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Library Journal, the Huffington Post,
Publisher’s Weekly, the Boston Globe, Christianity Today, and the Washington Times.
More information is available at http://www.frankschaeffer.com.
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